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Financial aid lines
can be avoided
March 2 through March 25.
After March 25, statements will
be distributed in the library study
room, where the long lines usually form.
"The average wait in line for
financial aid statements is 15 to
20 minutes two or three days
prior to the beginning of a
quarter," Toner said. "But we
(financial aid) have the
begins.
statements ready for distribution
approximately a month prior to
TONER STRESSED that it is the openingof a new quarter."
not necessary forastudent to pay
his fee at the same time he picks
TONER SAID this is not a
up his financial aid statement. A new policy, but probably has
student mayobtain his statement been overlooked by students.
at any time it is available,but not
"The stipulation is buried in
pay his fee as late as the first day the registration instructions each
of classes.
student receives withhis registraFinancial aid statements for tion packet," Toner said. "It is
next quarter will be available not emphasized or stressed."
S.U. students don't have to
stand in long lines to obtain their
financial aid statements at
registration, according to Kip
Toner, director of financial aid.
He said students may pick up
their aid statements approximately one month prior to
the beginning of the quarter and
avoid the long lines that form the
three days before the quarter
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Library up for questioning
by Barb Shea
The circulation department of
the S.U. library failed twice this
year to promote female student
employees to a supervisory position and hired male students
instead, Kristie Sherrod, a
former employee of that department has charged.
Sherrod was fired Tuesday.
"Career Planning said that The
Spectator coming to see them

was the last straw and I was
Sherrod said.

fired,"

HELEN HANIFY, head of

and told her she had to work
days, "when she could watch
me."
"She knew I couldn't work
nights," Sherrod said.

circulation declined to comment
on the dismissal. Leanne Nelms
Last week, before the disof Career Planning and Place- missal, Hanify said that sex had
ment, with whom Sherrod filed nothing to do with the conflict.
the complaint, also declined
"Kristie wanted a job she was
comment.
not qualifiedfor. Her persistence
The complaint was filed last created friction among the night
Thursday because Mike Ma- employees so she was switched to
jerus, another S.U. un- days. It has nothing to do with
dergraduate, was hired earlier boys and girls," Hanify said.
this quarter.
ALSO commenting before the
Sherrod charged that this was dismissal, Nelms termed the
the second time she and another situation "petty."
Donovan said the conflict
"Students whoapply foraid at woman co-worker. Sheila
the U.W. would come under a33 Donovan, had been passed over looked like sex discrimination.
per cent reduction in the for promotion infavor of a male Hanify originally said she
wanted someone with more exavailability of federal aid," without previous experience.
"I have over two years ex- perience who was older than
Toner said. "Whereas it looks
like our aid will increase next perience and Mike has none," Sherrod, but ended up hiring
year, tentatively, we don't know Sherrod said. "I am upset Majerus, only two months
for sure, but maybe by 18 or 20 because I'm being punished for Sherrod's senior.
questioning why someone else
per cent."
John Clausen, one of the
Summing up the situation. was hired."
males Sherrod said was hired in
preference over her and
Toner said that if the cut is made,
SHERROD SAID that Wed- Donovan, worked as a supervi"a student is more likely to have
more dollars applying for aid nesday Hanify charged her with sor this fall. He was asked if he
here (at S.U.) than applying far causing dissention among the was ever told the job was given to
night staff because of her protest him because of his sex.
aid at the U.W."
"Not as such," Clausen said,
"but Mrs. Hanify said she likes
older students over the girls
because they're more responsible
and that would lead you to
MONDAY: Cartoon Festival from 8-10 p.m. in Pigott
believe that's what she meant."
Auditorium. Admission if free.
"There's a need for revision in
the supervision of the circulation
WEDNESDAY: Hypnotist Gregory Cady will perform at
department. There has been a
7:30 p.m. in Pigott Auditorium. Admission is free.
definite injustice and Ican't see
this happening to Kristie,"
FRIDAY: Student-Alumni Victory party will be held folDonovan said.
lowing the game. Four complimentary beer tickets
"1 don't think The Spectator
will be providedand after that will cost 25 cents each.
to them was a valid
coming
Disco music will be provided.
reason for firing me, but it's out
of my hands," Sherrod said. The
SATURDAY: The homecoming dance will take place
case has been taken to the Affirfrom 9:30 p.m. to 1 a.m. at the Pier 91 Officers'
mative
Action committee by O.
$5
$3
per
couple;
Club. Cost is
single.
J. McGowan, S.J., of Minority

U. W. aid cuts affect S.U.
by Teresa Wippel
Possible cutbacks in federal
financial aid money to the University of Washington may
result in increased funds to S.U.
for the 1977-78 school year, according to Kip Toner, S.U.
financial aid director.
The U.W. is waiting for an
answer from Washington D. C.
to an appeal that aplanned $2.13
million cut by the Region 10
Office of Education be restored.
Funds taken from the U.W. will
be redistributed to other schools
in Washington state. Toner said.

SUGGESTION

FOR

the

U.W. cut is related to $1.5
million in funds left from the

1975-76 school year which the
U.W. did not spend.
"The government is just saying, 'If you have unspent money,
you obviously don't need it.'"
Ioner said.

in the Jan. 6 issue of The Seattle
Times that if the appeal is rejected, 3,600 students will receive
financial aid out of the 18,380
who need it. A decision on the
appeal is expected by Jan. 31.
Adding to the U. W.'sdilemma
was a report yesterday in The
Seattle Post-Intelligencer that at
least five different bills will be
submitted to the legislature calling for a raise in tuition for state
schools.

THE FIRST bill, submitted

by Rep. Phyllis Erickson, chairman of the House of Higher

Education Committee, on Tues-

day, would raise U.W. tuition to
$218.20 a quarter,up from $188.

Erickson said she knows of at
least four additional proposals
concerning tuition hikes which
willbe submitted within the next
week.

The possible raise, according
The Region 10 Office of to Toner, is not taken into acEducation
recommendation count for next year's financial
calls for a $3.96 million alloca- aid allotment.
tion for 1977-78, about a 33 per
cent reduction from the $6.09
IN CONTRAST to the U.W.
million in aid given during the problem. Toner predicts that
S.U.s financial aid funds will
1976-77 school year.
.W. OFFICIAL reported increase next year.

Homecoming Events

Affairs.

Getting a warm welcome, the de-tox wagon rolls again
by Catherine Gaynor
"Nice to see you back out
again," a local merchant at Pike
Place Market said.
Meter maids, police officers,
apartment and hotel managers,
and drunks all had the same
greeting, "welcome back." as
they spotted the white van
known as the de-tox wagonrolling again on the streets of Seattle.

DE-TOX CAR, an Emergency Service Patrol unit, picks up
drunks and delivers them to Har-

borview for treatment at the
walk-in clinic.
Dutch Schisler and his partner
Richard Dailingdrive the de-tox
van through the streets ofSeattle
and seethe drunks fromdifferent
viewpoints than most drivers in
the city. Schisler and Dailing
look at the drunks with more
respect since both are recovering
alcoholics.

Schisler has been off thebottle
since 1970. Dailing recovered
two and a half years ago going
through the King County
alcoholism facility at Cedar Hills
in Maple Valley.

notice

Xavier, Bellarmine

and
Campion dormitories will be
closed during spring break to
S.U. students from 6 p.m.
March 13 through 9 a.m.
March 26.

DAILING ANDSchisler have
been a team since June 1976
when the program started. The
team is breaking up on a good
note. On Feb. I the unit is
expanding to a 16-hour day,

Avenue a citizen came up to the

van and handed Schisler some
medication one of the alcoholics
had dropped.
One woman with wine bottle
in hand, sitting near the waterseven days a week and partners front, has negative feelings for
will become supervisors of a new the de-toxcar. Loudly and angricrew.
ly she informed the de-tox unit
"The City and County Coun- where to go with an appropriate
cils came together on Tuesday hand gesture.
morning and decided toall work
together," Schisler said. After
SEVERAL POLICE cars
the two deaths of street peoplein honked or waved on Tuesday as
Freezing weather the pressure they saw the unit operating
built up enough to cause action again. Schisler explained, "the
and according to The Seattle de-tox wagonrelieves people of
Post-Intelligencer the state calling police officers for
volunteered another $50,000 of alcoholics so police can spend
unspent alcoholism treatment time on other duties."
money for the de-tox unit.
FOR BOTH drivers
Meter maids frequently call
for the de-tox wagon. Usually alcoholism is a family interest
the unit responds in three to five since Dailing's partner in
minutes to take the person marriage is a counselor at the
voluntarily to Harborview. At Thunderbird Indian Half-way
Harborview the drunks receive a House and Schisler's spouse is a
medical examination for screen- nurse who once helped him in a
Veterans'
Administration
ing them to the de-tox center.
DURING AN average day 60 hospital.
miles are clocked to and from
Like Kojak with his lollipops,
such places as the Astor Hotel,a Schisler has his tootsie pops. He
corner of First Avenue and Pine, carries them with him and goes
a bench at Occidental Park, through at least abox a week.He
Pioneer Square, Pike Place tosses the candy to police,
Market, under the bushes near clients, children in the HarborSecond and Yesler and Harbor- view area, and merchants,
view.
treating the sweets likehis calling
People in the downtown area card. Meter maids are seen
know the white van. On the writing out tickets with a tootsie
corner turning onto First pop in their mouths.

Richard Dailing

photo by Catherine gaynor
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Woman's place not Greece

Editorials

Dorm closure
neglects students
Closure of the dorms during the spring break is a
deliberate disregard for the students and a direct result of a
money-hungry administration. As planned, the dorms will be
shut down for 13 days to save money on heat and electricity.
The food service will also be closed to those students who do
not have the money to fly home or go off on an annual skiing or
camping trip.
Administration should stop looking at the almighty dollar
and look to the students duringspring break. Students would
be willing to stay in the dorms without utilities but do not kick
residents out for a short 13 days to go moochoff local friendsor
pack up to a new room.
CLOSURE HAS NEVER been the practice at S.U. We
agree that money should be saved if it only applies to a few
people. But if a few people would like to stay without services
they should be considered also. The gesture is rude and
ridiculous for the short amount of time which spring break
allows.
Dorm directors, resident assistants (R.A.'s) and janitors
or desk personnel are not essentialfor 13 days and do not need
to stay or be paid. Those positions are services for students and
are not necessary positions for residents.
IF INSURANCE policies require an employee of the
University to be in the building than a waiver could be offered
for a student to sign. A student who would like a place tosleep
could be offered this waiver to sign stating if anythinghappens
without the director around the student will not hold the
University liable for any suit.
S.U. must reconsider the principles upon which this
decision was based. Is the money factor strong enough to
defend evicting the students for less then two weeks? We feel it
is not.

Library explanation
can provide answers

The circulation department of the A. A. Lemieux Library
has some explaining to do.
Former employee Kristi Sherrod has charged the library
department with discriminatory practices. Sherrod and
another women co-worker were passed over in hiring for a
position by a man with less experience.
BOTH WOMEN FELT there was a definite injustice in
the act and vented their feelings.
Sherrod took her case to the Career Planning and
Placement Office, which refused to comment to The Spectator
and defined the situation as "petty."
Tuesday Sherrod was fired. The reason given her by
Career Planning and Placement, according to Sherrod, was
due to The Spectator involvement. Because neither the Career
Placement Office nor Hanify will comment, the "otherside" of
the story is not available.
According to John Clausen,a previous male worker hired
over Sherrod, he was told older students were preferred over
"girls" because they were more responsible. Since when are
girls no longer classified as "students?"
NOW SHERROD has turned to the Office of Minority
Affairs to defend her position.
If the discrimination charge is true, the library is not only
breaking the law, but denying a person equal rights, a
fundamental Christian ethic. If there is a misunderstanding, it
would help if someone would comment on the matter.
Investigation by The Spectator is not a valid excuse for
dismissing an employee, and "no comment" is not a valid way
to explain a position.
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by Tchoukie Antoniades
Iam notanAmerican. I
am a Greek. Very.
Which means that Iwas born and raised in a
country where the attitude towards women is
negative and warped.
Greece is that country over yonder where
ancient ruins rot away under the polluted
air, where everyone takes it really slow and
where women are second-class citizens.

THE PROUD Greek father when referring to his offsprings, will say: "1 have two
children and two girls." In Greece, girls are
those awful liabilities that no one has a use
with a dowry—
for. They must be provided
—
money, land, a house they must be married
off as soon as possible. If they aren't, they stay
at home and become some sort of unpaid
servant while the neighborhood pities the
unfortunate father. (Mother? Never heard of
her.)
1 arrived in the states about a fortnight
ago. 1 am currently undergoing the worst
cultural shock that Ihave ever experienced.
American women are part of it. They're
amusing, fascinating, frightening and wholly
enchanting. In the streets, in the classrooms,
behind counters or desks, they move with an
air of certainty and independence. They're
out to do their own thing.
1love them for itand envy this culture that
enables them to be complete human beings at
18— an age at which a Greek girl has either to
get married or still takes her parents' word
that make-up is more suitable to a whore than
a decent woman.
BACK home, a man is God's gift to the
world. As a boy he is told by his mother that
he is more intelligent than girls. As a man heis
convinced that he is the biggest matrimonial
prize in sight and that a woman couldn't
possibly want anything more than attract his

attention. And once she has done that she
can't possibly ask for more than the pleasure
of serving him or preventing himfrom carrying anything heavier than a newspaper.
The states impress me as paradise come
true as far as womenare concerned. They can
go to a bar unescorted without being looked
upon as hustlers; they can go out and do a
man's job without being thought a gross
betrayal to their sex. They can appear more
intelligent than a man and still be welcome,
they can talk about politics without causing
ironic smiles.
AT 18 an American woman is far more
Greek woman the same age.
She has her own life to live, interests of her
own, as well as a will and mind of her own.
She is secure in that she believes in herself and
her abilities. She is determined if aggressive at
times but she never lets herself forget that she
should rely on her own power alone.
The Greek woman will first learn to
—
depend on her parents an attitude encouraged by the parents themselves at all
times -for advice, guidance, security, financial support.
She will then proceed to repeat the process with her boyfriend or husband. She is not
a mindless vegetable, but she is forced by
centuries-old beliefs and prejudices to quietly
efface herself in the background while men
enjoy the prestige and pleasures that a more
social life brings.
mature than a

IN 1952 Greek women were graciously
permitted the right to vote. In 1970, 40 per
cent of Greek women hada driver's license. In
1976, Greece got her first woman judge and
her first bank that hired exclusively women.
It is very disappointing to know that these
steps have not contributed to the emancipation of the Greek woman.

Letters to the editor

calling
f o the editor:

During his presidential campaign. Jimmy Carter stated that
"the B-l bomber is an example of
a proposed system which should
not be funded and would be
wasteful of taxpayers' dollars."
Mr. Carter is now reconsidering
the B-l. We are calling on him to
stand by his original position.
William Proxmire has called
the bomber, "A public works
project for the aerospace industry, rather than a needed
weapon for the defense of the
United States." A Brookings Institute study has stated that, "No
significant military advantages
are to be gained by deploying a
new penetrating bomber such as
the B-l."

The bomber will further undermine our national security by
escalating the arms race. Real

national defense comes from
building trust between nations.
Ihe $92 billion project is proposed as a key part of our nuclear
deterrent, but the manned
bombers would arrive at their
target eight hours after nuclear
missiles have destroyed it.
Inflation is stimulated when
billions of dollars are spent, but
no goods or services arc produced. On the other hand, each $1
billion spent on human needs
creates 30,000 more jobs than the
same amount spent on high
technology military projects (a
60 per cent increase), according
to the Bureauof Labor Statistics.
Write to Jimmy Carter, and
urge him to eliminate the costly
B-l bomber program. Rally
agains the bomber at I p.m.
Saturday at the Westlake Mall.
The rally is beingcoordinated by
the American Friends Service

Committee. For more information, contact me at 626-5604.
Peace, Karen L. King

pleased
lo the editor

I would like publicly to
acknowledge how pleased I was
with the cooperation between the
ASSU.the Black Student Union,
and the student community at
last week's Disco. Hopefully,

other cultural events will receive
the same student participation.
We are now looking forward
to Black History Month in
February. We have- many events
planned and Iam sure that S.U.
students and people from surrounding communities will find
these events interesting and

beneficial.

Sincerely,

Oneal McGowan,S.J.
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The Market:
haven for eccentric
The rain and cold brings some of Seattle's most
eccentric and colorful people in our Queen City into
the Pike Place Market.
Sheltered from the unpredictable sky, the
Market dwellers spend the day conversing, browsing and sleeping.
Weather permitting, the residents may be seen
making their way between the Market, Pioneer
Square and the waterfront. But even under clear
skies, the Market serves as a sanctuary from the
night.

—photos by larry steagall
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Seattleite initiates campaign to lower legal age
15,000 signatures were gathered
by Tom Parker
Once again an initiative cam- last year.
Ringhofer said that the campaign to lower the state's legal
in accepage requirement to 18 has begun. paign was too idealistic
$25 or less.
of
26,
ting
of
contributions
Ringhofer,
SeatMartin
tle, will introduce the initiative to He explained that it will take a
the secretary of state's office this great deal of money for the
week. He then will have until initiative to be successful.
July to gather the more than
BACKERS WOULD not
123,000 valid signatures needed
contributions over $25
accept
initiative
on
the
fall
the
put
to
they did not want
because
ballot.
breweries and taverns to be the
A COMPUTER check on the major source of revenue. This
Washington State Constitution would have reinforced the misfound 99 areas of discrimination conception that it was a drinking
against 18-year-olds, Ringhofer initiative, Ringhofer said. Consaid.
tributions last year totaled
In Washington,an 18-year-old around $450.
"Lowering the drinking age is
can be drafted, sued and sent to
prison, but he can't hold many only one per cent of the inpublic offices, buy a pistol or itiative." he said. If successful,it
will give the 18-year-old full
work in a state liquor store.
This same petition was adult status.
Job opportunities for 18- to
presented to voters last year but
failed to get the necessary 2 1-year-olds would increase
signatures. Ringhofer said lack tremendously, Ringhoferadded.
to work
of financial support and a public They would be allowed alcohol,
conception of the initiative as inestablishment serving
"the initiative to lower the drink- apply for certain profession
ing age," were the reasons only licenses includingbarbering and

SIGNERS OF the petition
driving instruction, buy exoff-campus
at
must
be registered voters in
plosives, and live
any school, public or private, in Washington.
Ringhofer said he was disapthe state.
pointed last year in the support
the initiative received from the
18- to 21-year-old voting bloc.

ASSU remodeling uses $860
paneling and an extension of the
walls between the offices. According to Brown, the purpose of
the extension was to ensure more
"privacy in the offices. There was
too much noice and no privacy in
the offices> which made conferences difficult. We needed a
more professional look,"he said.
Brown said he thinks it will
take over eight years to raise
funds and renovate the Chieftain.
"The ASSU offices may be
moved when the building is
renovated, but it wasn't a waste
IMPROVEMENTS made in to remodel the offices — now
the offices were insulation, wall because it couldn't wait one

by Colleen Kahili
Using approximately $860 of,
its executive and equipment
budgets, the ASSU remodeledits
offices on the second floor of the
Chieftain over Christmas vacation.
The executive fund, according
to Tim Brown, ASSU President,
is normally used for "whatever
needs to be done." This includes
donations, functions and sending people to offices. "The
equipment budget is for fixing
things within the office," he said.

He attributed this to the fact that
people aren't aware of all the
discriminations.
"If the initiative is able to get
publicity, 1 am sure that
enough
something
when
can't wait for
obtaining
he's not sure it will materialize," wewill have no trouble
signatures,"
he
necessary
the
he said.
said.
ACCORDING TO Mick
Larkin, S.J., vice president for
student affairs, S.U. is in the
process of gathering names of
foundations for donations to the
Chieftain renovation.

club notice
i.k.'s

"There is no money for the
renovation yet, but we have an
architect volunteeringhis time to
draw up plans. When Iget them
back, I'll post them so students
can look at them," he said.

A meeting for all I.X.'s will

be held at 7 p.m.in the Xavier
basement. This meeting is
mandatory for all members.

Reach Out
reaches out
The Reach Out program is
available to all students interested in becoming involved in
the community through
volunteer work.
A meeting at 3 p.m. Monday
in the Chez Moi of Bellarmine
Hall will give current volunteers
a chance to compare experiences
and let other students learn
about the Reach Out program.
REACH OUT volunteers are
involved in activities from
teaching mini-courses and working with retarded children to
devoting time to a shelter for
battered women.
Anyone interested but unable
to attend the meetingcan contact
Mary Ann Rettig in the Campus
Ministry office, 626-5900.

He said he would like to see a
formal and informal study
lounge, a recreation area, and
one large dining area instead of
two in the Chieftain. "I would
OF CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
like to start from scratch and OFFICE
Please
make
use of the many services we offer to S.U.students.
rebuild the whole building," *
advising and printing
Iai kin said.
Resume
*
The study lounge in the base- don't like walking to and from
counseling
in * Career
Chieftain
was
built
night
library
and
also
The
at
opens
Campion
Towers
the
ment of
Job
Board
today after over a year of plan- because he thinks they like to get 1956 as the dining facility
— for the *
and Graduate School Interviews
ning and construction. The out of their rooms fora while and two main dorms then Xavier * Company
Mary
and
Resource
Reference Material
study
a
environment.
and
Crest.
in different
lounge hours willbe from 4 p.m.* Job-Finding Workshops
midnight, seven days a week.
According to Bob Zappone,
manager of Campion Towers,
JOB OPENINGS
the $8,000 used for the lounge
(part-time, $2.50 hourly), will train,
MAKER
SANDWICH
came from Campion's
campus.
located very near
operational budget.
NIGHT AUDITOR (part-time, possibly full-time in June),
eight,
Vice-president
"THE OFFICES on the
Joanne prefer third or fourth year accounting students.
Second
The senate alloted $205 from
ninth and tenth floors were the senate general fund to the McKay voicedconcern that from REREATIONAL ASSISTANT (part-time, $2.80 hourly),
vacatedand we turned them into S.U. Rifle squad to field two all appearances Connolly Center prefer someone with experience working with school age
dorms. We built up our additional rifle learns at Monday is used by non-S.U. students to
operational fund by replacing night's senate meeting.
such an extent that S.U. children.
currently
walls and taking out doors.This
1
are
84
students are being denied access
There
money was allocated for the members on the rifle squad, 24 of to the facilities there. She said,
study lounge. We earned the whom shoot in intercollegiate "Somewhere we're gettingripped
money for the operation and competition. The allotment, off because this is our student
didn't have to rely on other most of which will be spent on center that we're supposed to be
sources," he said.
ammunition, will allow eight able to use."
Florida's Answer to the Pet Rock.
A committee consisting of
The lounge is comprised of more persons to shoot comstudy carels, group tables,- and petitively.
McKay and seven senators was
PET CANDLE comes to you with comcouches.
formed to look into the matter.
plete set of operating instructions to
Zappone said he thinks the
The next senate meeting will
AT THE SAME meeting
study lounge will be especially Christine Allen wasappointed to be 7 p.m. Monday in the upper
train your PET CANDLE to sit up,
appreciated in the evening the faculty rank and tenure com- Chieftain conference room. The
stand, light up, and fly.
because he feels some students mittee by ASSU President Tim question of the amount of ASSU
Available in Small, Medium, and Large Sizes.
Brown. The senateapproved the scholarships for next year will be
meeting.
at
that
considered
appointment.
A BARBER

|interviews, jobs |

Study lounge opens
in Campion Tower

Senate allots funds
to S.U. rifle squad

PET CANDLE®

SALON

and Hair Cutting
Emporium

Contemporary Cuts For
Men and Women Featuring

(vidal sassoon)
HAIR CARE
PRODUCTS200

1001 Broadway— Suite

(corner of Broadway at Madison)

Appointments call

325-3264

5 Point Drive In Cleaners
ALTERATIONS OUR SPECIALTY
STUDENT DISCOUNT 10%

For 22 Years "THE" Cleaner for S.U.
Right Across From the 'Chief

On Madison

EA 4-4112

PET CANDLE
110 Giralda Aye.. Coral Gables. Florida 33134
Sl.OO plus 50c postage & handling
Small
Medium 52.00 plus 75c postage & handling
$3.00 plus 95c postage & handling
Large
Name
Address

City

..

,
Slate
1976. Pet Candle. Inc.

■

Zip

,
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Joseph guppy

Old religion book
holds memories

1977/ Page Five

Novum Orangutan

One time they took all us fourth grade boys into the

concrete gym in the basement of the school and left the girls
behind to study. One nun stood before us.

She started talking about having your hands in your
pockets too much. It was unclean. It was O.K. to touch there
when you were taking a bathor somethingbut otherwise it was
impure. She showed us how it was just as easy to hang your
thumbs inside the tops of your pockets. You didn't have to put
the whole hand in.
SEVERAL TIMES she said, "I think you know what I'm
talking about."
I didn't but I've always been slow to pick up on those
things. Now Ifigure she must have been as embarrassed as we
were. They were worried about the sin of masturbation.
Probably they saw some of us doing it and decided to say
something.
Our fifth grade religion book, God Leads Me,(copyright
1960, W. H. Sadlier,Inc.), which Irecently uncovered deep ina
shelf of paperbacks, further explained purity to us. Impure
action is forbidden by the sixth commandment, "Thou shalt
not commit adultery." Impure thought is forbidden by the
ninth, "Thou shalt not covet thy neighbor's wife."
A section entitled "Keeping Pure" told the story of St.
Maria Goretti, a martyr girl who chose to be stabbed rather
than allow a man to touch her impurely. "Purity isa treasure
that must be protected," it read.
"CATHERINE TEKAWITHA was the first Indian girl to
take a vow of chastity. She remained pure all her life, even
while she was living among pagans. She iscalled the Lily of the
Mohawks.' We wantto be pure like her so that we shall see God
and be happy with him forever."
In first grade Iasked my teacher what impurity was. "It's
like showing your belly button on the beach," she said. 1 was
confused. It wasn't until later that I figured out impurity was
sex.
In looking over the religion book. I wasastounded at the
concepts they considered our young minds capable of grasping.
Not only were we to see the difference between impurity and
sanctified sex within marriage, but we were invited to ponder
the possibilities of eternal damnation.
"THERE IS a reward and punishment from God. If we
obey His laws, we are happy and peaceful in this life, and we
shall gain heaven when we die. If we violate His laws, we arc
unhappy here, and we shall receive even worse punishment
alter death. A serious violation of God's law (mortal sin) for
which one is not sorry is punished with torture in hell. Even a
lesser sin (venial sin) will be punished on earth or in purgatory.
The thought of rewardand punishment helpsus keep the law."
The thought of torture from God forever was a sober one
for a fifth grader so I went to Mass on Sunday and kept my
hands out of my pockets as best I could.
The last sectionof the book called "Liturgy" spoke almost
"
exclusively of martyrs. As the note to parents explains:
the emphasis this year is on martyrs, for in their lives we see the
—
great paradox of Christianity that therecan be joy in sorrow,
there can be happiness in suffering."
HOW WELL weunderstood the paradox is questionable
but we did read about the deaths of 33 martyrs.
Forty Christian soldiers "were taken to a frozenpond near
Sebaste on a bitter, cold day, and were forced to undress and lie
on the ice. Fires were built on the shore to tempt them."
St. Catherine "made the emperor very angry. He had the
girl tortured on a wheel with sharp points. She was brave and
cheerful to the last."
ELEVEN-YEAR-OLD St. Agnes had her head cut off
when she would not marry the emperor. St. Tarcisius was a
Roman altar boy who was stoned and beaten to death
protecting the Sacred Hosts.
The martyr stories are well-illustrated. St. Lawrence lies
calmly as flames consume him. St. Ursulaand her students and
St. Sebastian are shown with arrows sticking in their chests. St.
Thomas Kosaki prays as a Samurai sword is raised to take off
his head. Fr. John Nepomucene's back is striped with bloody
whip lashes.
1 don't know why religion teachers in the early- and midsixties felt Catholic children should be so concerned with
painful death. Perhaps they feared a Communist invasion.
Overall, it seemed childhood laughter and play were
discouraged in favor ofserious concern about impure thoughts
and the deaths of child martyrs.

'

.. .

THE NUNS often took childish acts seriously. In eighth
grade one boy painted his face green for St. Patrick's day.Two
of them pinned him against a brick wall to explain to him how
serious and unfunny the joke was. He grinned weakly.
They sent him home with a threat of suspension. To us,he
became a martyr.

ILLUSTRATION FROM religion book used by fifth graders in the 1960's

Good Friday
Christ's execution was a display
His bellow
arranged by a flock
shook the foundations
of deranged pigeons
like an earthquake
dressed as priests
not because of godly wrath
but because he was subjected
who cooed & paid
the bill & were amazed
to an insult.
at its popularity.
He was not allowed to die
He held his last court
with activists
in the rain
but with thieves,
spreading a blackness
to the city below
W. D. Barnes
the hill.
S.U. English graduate student

—

Exclusive photo: killer shot

CONVICTED KILLER LIES in front of brick wall after volley from Arizona firing squad. A
free-lance photographer posing as a Hollywood movie mogul snapped this exclusive photo
while feigning checking time of death on his digital watch camera. The Spectator paid $50,000
for the rights to the negative.
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500 students make grade on fall honor roll
Samuel C; Sugawara. Kenichi
David: Sullivan, Eileen Marie; Sullivan. Maria Jean; Sullivan, Mary
Catherine: Swindal, James Clark;
Ialevich.TimothyJoseph; Tangney,
Joseph Michael; Tangney, Stephen
F.; late. Melvin Love; Thompson.
Teresa Lynn; Tilton, Kristi, Lee;
Tooley, Jane Ann; Tran, Karen
Marie.
Moshofsky, Julie Ann; Motteler. Robison, Susan Lee; Rockwell,
Treseler, Patrick
Andrew;
Frederick Clark; Murakami, Gail Joseph Hayden; Roice, Warren Trickett, Ronald Jean; Twichel,
Sueko; Murphy, Jean Ellen; Myers, Archie; Romain, Maureen Sweeny; Teresa Glenrose; Tymony, Wanda
Mary Sue; Nagasawa, Patrice Ann; Ronnassi, Ahmed Reza; Roux,Nan- S.; Uhler, Michael David; Usui.
cy Jean; Rudman, Rhonda Lee; Kazu; Valdrow, Leo Joseph Sr.,;
Narain. Suresh Lachman.
Ryan, Jeanne M.; Ryan, Patrick Vale, Patrick George; Van
Narain, Vinod; Neitz, Diann A; Timothy; Sakai, Mary Ann Ruth; Hollebeke, Rita Lynn; Van Tuyl,
Nelson, Maryann; Nelson, Vicki Santoro, James W.; Sargent, James Andrew; Vandenberg,James
Delores; Newman, Paul A.; New- Pamela Anne; Sarich, Judy Lynn; Francis: Vandenberg, John
man, Stephen Thomas; Ng Win- Sauvage, Lester Rosaire; Sauvage.
Williams; Vandenberg,Mary Susan;
nifred Wing Yue; Ng Yew-Hui; Susan Marie; Savage, Jill Alison; Vangelos, Gina Irene; Varela,
Nickson, Kathryn Ann; Nokes, Savage. Lynne; Scherting, Joseph Marylou. Vaughan. Anita Jo; VazElaine Marie; Nold, Jane Ann; Philip; Schumacher, John F.; quez, Jose Ramon Jr.; Volpe,Susan
Nordman. Lorna Lee; North, Schumann. Michele Rose; Schurr, M.; Waiss, Thomas Edward;
Kathleen Bucy; Novack, Paul John; Barbara Anne; Seely, Gayle Anne; Walton, Diana Claire; Watson, Judy
Nyholm, Deborah R.; Oftedahl, Selig, Sarah Catherine; Sexton, Ann; Webster, Ann Louise; Welsh,
Rachel Ann; Ohlstrom, Carla A.; Margaret Mary; Seyl, Christine; Maureen Elizabeth; Wentink,
Oishi, Francine Misako; Okoli, Joel Shannon, Russell P.; Shea, James Maureen A.; Whitehall, Judith A.;
Anaebonam;O'Leary, Timothy Vin- Edward; Sherrodd, Kristie Diane.
Wieckmann, Mary Terese;
cent; Ondruch, Rosemary Grace;
Shipley, Richard Warren; Williams, Cindi Leilani; Wippel,
Onorati, Gordon R.; Oreskovich, Shipley, Sue Ann; Siderius, Mary
Teresa M.; Wirta, Donald L.; Wise,
Carl Joseph; O'Rourke, Lori Ann; Catherine; Silbernagel,Carole Ann; Mike Stephen; Wittrock. Carol
Owens, Kathleen M.; Ozaki, Diane Simpson, Barbara Ann; Sinclair, Ann;
Wolf. Kathryn Elizabeth;
Haruyo; Ozanich, Karen Lee; Lee Edward; Smith, David C; Wong. Simon Yiu Chung;
Wooden.
Painter, Ann Louise; Pankiewicz Smith, Doran Dakota; Smith, Tod
Rene; Woolery, Kathleen
Camille
Sharon Marie; Pankiewicz Shelley Jay; Snyder, Glen Edgar; Solomon, M.
Maria; Partin, Karen Doze; Parypa, Harvey Allen;Some, BrienRichard:
Mary Arm; Pasquier, Paul L.; Spieker, David Michael; Stanley,
Yackulic. Brandon Theodor;
Yandl, Michael Dennis; Yeck NanPatten, Daniel Francis; Patten, Suzanne Kay;Stead, Michele Marie;
Steckler, Susan Dorre; Steiner, eve Marie; Yip. Tsun-Wai; Young.
Thomas Raymond.
Patton, Brian Wayne; Payne, Harry Leon; Stence, Trish A. Thorn- Elizabeth Enrico; Young, Robert
Katherine Louise; Payne, Rita W.; brugh; Stephens, Nancy Viola; Christopher; Yovino. Margaret
Payne Susan M.; Pearcy, LindaLee; Stevenson, Elizabeth M.; Stewart- Swerda; Yue, Hong Sang; Zipp.Leo
Peck, Virginia Anne; Penaranda, Gordon H. Charles; Stockinger, John; Zorich. John B.
Patricia B.; Perron, Diane Marie;;
Peterson, Michelle M.; Petrut.
Richard Allen; Pettinger, Anne
Marie; Pflueger, Paul Timothy;
Student enrollment has in- last quarterand 2,348 less credit
Phillips. Gary Leigh; Pittsford, creased over last quarter and hours than winter quarter last
Thomas David; Pontarolo, Julie winter quarter last year, but the year.
Ann; Poplawski, David Leon; total credit hours taken this
George Behan, director of
Powers, Mary Elizabeth; Prentice, quarter by the students is less.
public relations, said there has
Charmalee J.; Press, Robert Paul;
been no cirriculum change that
Price, Bernice Kathryn; Price,
This quarter's enrollment is would cause the decrease in
Teresa Marie; Prince, Riger 3,551 students, 38 more students credit hours taken by students.
Wallace; Racey, Marvin Dennis;
than last quarter and 92 more However, he said that there is a
Radlord, Joan E. Thompson; students than winter quarterlast trend at S.U. for students to take
Ragan, Michael Benjamin; Kahili, year. The total numberof credit more credit hours fall quarter
Colleen Anne; Rail, Marty Murray; hours this quarter, however, is than winter and more credit
Randecker, Eleanor Mary; Ravina, 38,21 0, 962 less credit hours than hours winter quarterthan spring.

An even 500 students received honor roll grade point Maria; Mikelionis, Paulo Victor; Sharon; Read, Mary L.; Read,
averages fall quarter, maintaining a3.50or above. Thenumber Miller. Charles Douglas; Miller. Thomas William; Reed, Diedre
Mary Frances; Milnes, Timothy Elaine; Reed, Janet Lynn; Reeves,
of students on the honor roll according to Schools is Arts and, Joseph; Mitchell, Susan Jane; Kathern; Regimbal, Joseph
Sciences, 197; Business, 66; Education, 61; Science and Mitchell, Susan Marie; Moceri, William.
Engineering, 86; and Nursing, 90.
Reiter. Susan Marie; Ridge,
Elizabeth A.; Moffat, John Michael;
There are 188 seniors, 127 juniors, 105 sophomores, 78 Mok Yuk, Chun; Monlux, Linda Joseph Thomas; Risso, Theresa
Paul; Robel,
freshmen and 2 graduate students. Men on the honor roll Joan; Moody, Karen L.; Moran, Ann; Rizzuti, Gary
Mary Eileen; Moravec, Barbara Anne Josephine; Roberts, Cheryl
numbered 179, women 321.
Ann; Morse, Richard Thomas; Lynn; Robertson, Thomas Roger:
Abajian, Mary Roxanne;Adams,
Carol Ann; Adams, Cynthia Lee;
Adams, Deborah Rae; Agens,Julie
Diane; Aguilo, Rosita Crisostomo;
Alexander, Laurette Kay; Allen,
Christine Josyane; Allyn, Robert
Carl; Alston, Barbara Ann; Anctil,
Michael Joseph; Anderson, Brydie
A; Anderson, Elizabeth Jean;
Anderson, Susan Adelle; Andreacchio, Elizabeth A.; Apa, Mary
Arbaugh, Rodney Scott;
Arntz, Corey M.; Arntz, Craig
Thomas; Arnzen, Mauna Anne;
Ashbaugh, Barbara Jean; Aurich,
Carol Diane; Bader, Mary Ann
Ernsdorff; Balinbin, Dayton Wade;
Barella, Roxane; Barker, Michelle
J.; Bartlett,Kenneth Allen; Bartram.
Chad Brian; Bartram, Dirk Allan;
Bayer, Nancy P; Beans, Linda Lee;
Beck, Teresa Yvonne; Benedict,
Thomas Gene; Benson, Mary Clare;
Bentler, Steven Joseph; Benz, Lynn
Ann; Benzinger,Catherine;Berning,
Michele Louise; Bernt, Judy Ann;
Bhatia, Harjit Singh; Bierman,
Christine Diane;Biladeau,Deborah
Ann; Birmingham, David Robert;
Blackburn, Cary Leslie; Blanchette,
Mary Alice; Blond, William D;
Bohan, Christopher Thomas;
Bollingcr,Cynthia Marie; Boutillier,
Theresa Lee; Brandt, Judith Joan;
Breithaupt, Diana Lynn; Briehl,
Anne Marie; Briehl, Barbara A;
Brown, Joann Gretchen; Brown,
Timothy F.; Buness, Randal Lynn;
Burke, Michael Paul; Cachero,
Anna Kimiko; Caddy, Dawn Marie;
Cambridge, Ann Marie; Camus,
Ann;

Donald

Lyn;

Carlton,

Gary

Nicholas;Carter, A DoloresWilson;

Casey, Monica Ann; Casey, Robert
Gerard; Cato, Cheryl A.; Chacata,

James Edward; Chan, Elizabeth
Sung-Chun; Chappell, Patricia
Joyce; Charles, Amy Jo.
Chouinard, Nancy
T;
Christensen, Jeanne Marie;
Christensen, Katherine C; Christiancy, Sharon Lynn; Clark, Nancy;
Cloonan, Marie F.; Coan, Lanette
Louise; Cockrill, Ellen Marie;
Coenen, Teresa Ann; Cohn. Leslie
Anne; Collins, Joe Michael; Coluccio, Bryan Patrick; Coman, Glenna
Marie; Conn, Paul Joseph; Cooper,
Charles Scott; Cordell, Lou Ann
Cassady; Corpus, Evelyn Catalina;

Cox, John Michael; Craig, Karen
Louise; Croce, Holly Lee; Crowe,
Leisa Ann; Daigle, Colleen Faith;
Daniel, Don George; Danielson,
David Alan; Daugherty,Bret David;
Davis, Anita Marie;Davis, Kathleen
Marie; Dean, Mary Margaret;Dearborn, Bruce Frederick; Deguzman,
Venerando B.; Dehaan, Deborah;
Delgado, Ayala Javier G.,
Demorest, Rex-Anne Gibson; Dennis, Karen Jean; Devine, Rita Ann;
Dewey, Regina Maureen; Dick Andrew Edward; Dickinson. William
Michael; Dion, Denise Marie;
Doner, Linda Marie; Dorigan,
Aileen Wylde; Dreves, Vivian Ellen;
Drouin, Madonna Jean; Duffy,
Roslyn Ann; Durant, Bernard'W.;
Early, Barbara Ann; Ebert, Melissa
M.; Edwards, Sheila Denise; Egan,
John Dillon; Egbukichi,Nnamdi C;
Egenes, Lois Burenics; Eisen,Nicola
Jane; Elliott, Rex Thomas; Evans,
Laura Marie; Fay,Carla X.;Fayiga,
Oriyomi Odunlami; Feeney, Nancy
Jane; Ferranti, Richard Allan;
Figurelli, Theresa B.; Fitzpatrick,
Marie Ellen;Fitzsimmons, William;
Flaherty, Kelly M.; Flaquinti, Barbara Anne M.;Fleming,James Martin; Fongyee, Sandra Theresa;
French, Roger Galen; Fujioka,
Sonya Ann; Gallagher, Patti Jean;
Gates, Cathy Ann; Gehrts, Mary K.
Gerard,

Kimberly;

Gerard,

Patricia Renee; Geri, Kristi Marie;
Gese, Desa Marie; Geving, Anita
Sacco; Ghows, Carola M.; Gibson
Mike Monroe; Gilday, George C;

Giordano, John Michael; Goldade,
Mary G.; Goldkamp, Julie M.;Gorjance, Mary Anne;Gouker, Gregory
Lee; Graham, Jan Marie; Graham,
Teresa Leslie; Grams, Stephen
Roger; Grande, Dodd H.; Grayson,
Neila June; Gregg, Carol Patrice;
Griffith, Martha Jean; Guppy,
Joseph Albert; Gustaveson, Mary
Virginia; Gustine, Donald Frank;
Guzzo, Lynne Marie; Halim, Armand Gregoire; Ham, Sherri Lou;
Harnack, Richard F.; Hammond,
Leslie; Hanaike, Lori Ann; Hanley,
Bryan Paul; Hanna,LolaH.; Hanni,
Patricia Marie; Hansen, Constance
Hazel; Harkins, Cecilia; Harmon,
Christopher C; Harmon, Rodney
Thomas; Harms, Dennis Michael;
Harrell, Gail Ann; Harrison, Carol
Ann: Hart, Kathryn Elaine; Hart,

Mark Dorsey; Hasslinger, Anne
Marie; Hasson, Michael Paul;
Haydock, Linda Lee;Hedrick, Gary
Lee; Heikkila, Susan Marie; Hendrickson, Victoria Lee; Henning.
Alice Cathleen; Henry, Linda Marie;
Herrigel, Judith E.; HerrlingHaugen Louise R.; Heye, Daniel
Martin; Higginson, Wendy Ann;
Hilton, Loretta Alice; Hoepfner,
Mark Thomas; Hoffman, Mary L.;
Holman, Carl V.; Holman,Kristina;
Homad, Richard Brian; Howard,
Carolyn J.; Hui Frederick KwanSing; Hunsaker, James M.; Hurst,
Gerald Daimon; Hutchinson.
Robert Joseph: lnslee, Forrest;
Iwuta, Gordon Tom; Jackson,
Peggy Nell; Jacobsen, Stephanie
Ann; Jacques, Anne Victoria;Jarvis,
Susan Elizabeth.
Jeannot, Jeanne M.; Johnston,

Maryann; Johnston. Megan E.;

Johnstone. Robert Scott; Jones.
Judith Mcewan; Jones, Patricia
Anne; Jones, Robert Alan; Kaboul,
Chaouky Selim; Kaiser, Barbara
Jean; Kalocsay, Susan E.; Kani,
Rosemary M. M. L.; Kamimoto.
Drusilla Kazue; Kane, Kathleen
Ann; Kane, Kevin Earl; Kavanaugh,
Kathleen Anne; Keane, Susan
Therese; Kegley, James Allen; Kelly,
Patrick Lee; Kemle. Deborah Joan;
Kessler, Royla Mac; Killgore, Mark
William; King Karen Luanna;Klich.
Nancy Ruth; Kohls, Susan Marie;
Korbuszewski, Thomas J.;
Korcnaga, Lisa S.; Koreski, Alida

Enrollment up, credits down

1

and High School Seniors:

Sydelle, Korte, Christopher Dwight;
Koruga. Katherine Ann; Kuehny,
Jay A.; Lacugna. Joseph R.; Lagen,
Deborah Scott; Lam, Cloris;

l.angen,Rachael A.;Larkin, Pamela
Larson, Diane Marie;
l.avergne, Colin R.; Leaf, Anita
Carol;Leclair, Maureen T.; Lee,Fai
Ming; Lee, Jennifer Joan; Lee,
Michele Joslyn; l.elong, MariePascale G.; Leonard, Jean Marie;
Leonidas, Diane Elaine; Libby,
Leon O.; Lichtenwalner, Christine;
Ling, Mo-Ching Dunice;Linn, Judy
Joy; Long. Alison Rene; Longmire,
Candace Malia;Lowcock,Jeannette
Kay; Luce, Robert Bannister;
Lucero, EarlM.; Lvi, Barbara Gaye;
Luis, Catherine Antonia; Lynam,
Anne Bernice; Lyon, Teresa Ann;
MacDonald, Lee Ann; Maekawa,
Lorene Machiko; Magley, Cheryl
Dawn; Majerus, Michael Gerard;
Mallahan, Margaret Ellen; Mammoser, Anita Louise; Manzoni,
Jan Carlene; Maronick, Sandra
Ann; Marquess, Carol Anne;
Marriott, Alice Marie; Marumoto,
Marsha J.; Maxwell, John Thomas
Sue;

McClean, Steven
Peter;
McCluskey, Colleen Ann; McCulloch, Nancy Jean; McDevitt,

Terese Maureen; McDonald, Susan
M.; McDonnel, Celeste Ann;
McGowan, Judith A.; McKee,
William Arthur; McLaughlin,
(ieorge E.; McNerney, Diane
Michele; Mcßae, Luke Zebblin;
Meinhardt, Michelle Marie;Merrill,
Virginia M.; Michieli, Barbara

tHJ
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coupon to Father Hudert or telephone him to arrange a career interview in the Seattle area.
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Coffee boycott stirs S.U. community's taste
by Cheryl L.IMeade
is this my morning
ration of coffee?"
"Dear,

say coffee prices have jumped
because of an unseasonal frost in
Brazil, which supplies 60 percent

In recognition of the coffee
boycott that began at the beginning of January, many coffee
fans have either reduced their
consumption, eliminated it from
their daily menu or ignored it.

of the American market. The
freeze killed a majority of the
coffee trees. A coffee tree takes
three years to replace and some
wholesalers say the coffee
market will not be back to nor-

GROCERY STORES have
reported that coffee sales have
taken lumps and tea sales have
increased recently. A threepound can of coffee has jumped
from $6.70 to $8.40.
Even The Seattle Post Intelligencer has temporarily
changed the name of its "Coffee
Break" page to "Tea Break."
Some avid coffee drinks at
S.U.have cut back their intake to
add to the cause. A coffeeenthused off-campus senior said,
"I won't buy anymore coffee
after I use up what I have. I'm
boycotting because we're getting
ripped off. It's theold supply and
demand theory. I'm not buying
because I want the price to
stabilize."
AGRICULTURAL experts

Coffee wholesalers in the
Puget Sound area saythe earliest
the price of coffee will go down
will be late fall when coffee
harvests start coming in.
"It's silly," Kevin Livingston,
honors student, said of the
boycott. The coffee-growing
nations "had to raise prices,
economically. They have been so
much more proverty stricken
than the U.S. for so long that
they deserve aprice increase toat
least alleviate their poverty. I'm
not a flaming radical. I enjoy
coffee, but my enjoyment of it
does not warrant a boycott
because the price has gone up a
few pennies a pound."

mal until 1980.

bought a surplus of coffee before
the price was raised, but after
that is gone she won't buy any
more until the skyrocketing
prices are brought back down to
earth. She said she read that tea
andcocoa prices may takea price
jump too.
"That's bad," she reflected,
"because it takes a long time for
the public to find out if it's true.

IN ADDITION to general
assignment reporting, Guppy
hopes to have time to work on
some "pet projects"
articles
that are of interest to him.
"1 anticipate the summer will
go quickly and look forward to
the challenge,"he said. "I'm just
going to walk in there, throw my
hat on the nearest hook and sit

—

ESTIMATING the Saga
consume 16 pounds of
coffee per day, O'Hara assessed
that coffee drinkers have not
increased or decreased the
number of cups they guzzleeach
patrons

day.

O'Hara foresees that meal
ticket prices will not go up

sumption, but that tea drinking
has hiked up.
Student Mike La Joy said,
"I've been supporting the
boycott by drinking cocoa instead ever since Inoticed coffee
went up two dollars a pound."
He says he drinks "a lot of
coffee -six cups a day."
comes out of my ears," June
Ormsby,campus secretary, said,

obviously annoyed with the high
coffee prices. She hasn't bought
coffee for her family for two to
three weeks. She also refuses to
bring any to the office. "I miss
my coffee. It's my security
blanket. 1 used toget up with itin
the morning, but I'mnotgoingto
give in (to the high-priced

"wk«w:-55:;:*:-:'X'WX'>x^x-X'>X'X-

What should you do? Change to
coke? If you change to another
drink then that company
benefits."
Heidi Markham, secretary to
the food service director,says she
has completely stopped buying
coffee ever since the news of the
boycott first came out. She is
supporting the boycott
REBA LUCEY, women's "throughout the whole day" by
athletic coordinator, said she drinking tea.
Saga's dorm food service is
contracted to serve coffee at all
meals and will not boycott unless
the initiative comes from the
administration or the student
body, according to Dave
O'Hara, manager of Saga.

been too affected by its clientele's

change in hot beverage con-

"I'M DRINKING tea till it

Coffee wholesalers in the Puget Sound area
say the earliest the price of coffee will go
down will be late fall when coffee harvests
start coming In.

Guppy to intern at
Times this summer
Joseph Guppy, S.U. English/
journalism and French major,
was awarded The Seattle Times
Summer Internship last week.
Out of 47 applicants, Guppy
was chosen as one of five interns
who will work on The Times for
12 weeks as a generalassignment
reporter. He has served as
associate editor of The Spectator
for two years,and has workedin
the Troubleshooter department
and asa copy aide for The Times.
"I hope to improve the inaccuracies of The Times," Guppy
said. "In last week'sarticle on the
interns, they got my high school
graduation year wrong. They
said I graduated in 1972, but I
never really graduated at all."

becauseof the high coffee prices.
He said the Chieftain's 20-cent
cup of coffee will not go up
either. "Saga will support any
stand the student body takes,
(concerning a campus-wide
boycott)," the manager said,
"and if the Chieftain did increases prices, students might
consider a boycott."
A Saga meal-ticket holder

who drinks six cups per day said
he isn't boycotting coffee. "If I
had to pay for it daily, it would
be a different situation, but since
it's 'free' I'm justgoing tokeep on
drinking it." A man-on-the- coffee)." Sitter, S.J.,
Leonard
director
street survey showed that dormdwellers generally feel the same. of student housing, drinks two
cups a day and does not plan to
boycott. "I don't feel I'm a coffee
ON-CAMPUS students drinker with
just two cups a day.
mingling at the Chieftain
drinking nine or 10
cafeteria have bought more Someone
are the coffee drinkers."
coffee than usual, according to cups
Sipping a cup of steaming tea,
Linda Robinson, a Chieftain Mary Ann
Rettig, Jesuit
cashier. "The majority are buyvolunteer with campus ministry,
ingmore coffee because the price said,
"I haven't purchased any
has remained the same."
(for the office) and won't,
coffee
Last quarter the Chieftain but I'm enjoying
it while its is
went through six to seven
pounds a day and growing de- here."
Retigg said if cocoa and tea
mand has required the cafeteria
prices
increase drastically then
to brew nine to 10 pounds a day.
cut those beverages from
she'd
Robinson has noticed that four
too, "and then start
or five customers have stopped her diet
buying coffee and are drinking biting my fingernails," she teased.
tea, cocoa or soft drinks.
Tabard Inn Manager Dan ..
*
Layman said coffee prices are
A _„,„_»,_-_■
staying the same as the Chieftain
Automated
cafeteria. HesaidTabard has not
Copy Center
i. ii.i
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Classifieds
Joseph Guppy

This is the seventh year The
limes internship, a state-wide
program, has been offered to
college upperclassmen and

graduates.

R.N. students: Immediate part-time
and full-time hospital and nursing
home positions available. All shifts
and all days. $3.25 per hour.No fees
or dues. Contact Western Medical
Services at 323-5700.
Student typing. 75 cents per page.
Call Donna. 325-2498 after 6 p.m.
weeknights.
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Peace topic
at lecture
Two S.U. professors
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Mann,

associate
professor of history, and Don
Foran, S.J., assistant professor
of English, will present alternative views following Voder's
lecture, which is Forum IV in a
series of The Reverend August
M. Hintz Memorial Lectures.

VODERIS A faculty member
of both Notre Dame University
and Associated Mennonite
Biblical Seminaries, and has
authored several books on
religious pacifism including
"The Politics of Jesus" and
"Christianity and Capital
Punishment." He holds a doctor
of theology degree from the University of Basel.
Voder will also speak on
Christian pacifism and related
topics at 9 a.m. tomorrow in the
A. A.
Lemieux Library
Auditorium. His appearance is
sponsored by the theology and
religious studies department.
The University community is invited to attend.
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Slow Dance a 'flamboyant mystery-fantasy'
by Joseph Guppy

"Slow Dance on the Killing
Ground," Black Arts/ West's
current production, is a flamboyant mystery-fantasy that
attempts to sweep the audience
into the minds and lives of three
intensely-drawncharacters.
When it succeeds it is highly
effective and when it fails,
because of its longreach, it really
clunks. But the gasp that went up
at the end of the final scene last
Friday,openingnight, showed it
had largelysucceeded.
THE PLAY takes place one
night in 1962 in a small candy
store ina roughpart of Brooklyn
(maybe that's a tautology.) It
concerns three rather bizarre individuals: Mr. Glas, the German

owner of the store who has a
concentration camp number
tatooed on his arm; Randall, a
seemingly schi/oid young black
who carries a sword in his umbrella and who is running from
something; and Rosie, a young
woman looking for an abortionist.
If that wasn't bad enough,all
have strange secrets of the past
that are slowly revealed as the
play progresses.
Glas sees his candy shop as a
haven from which he may watch
the world go by, but Randall is
quick to point out that the "killing ground," the outside world,
can come in anytime. However,
for one evening at least, it
appears that true human feelings
maygrow betweenGlas,Randall
and Rosie as they are forced

Dancer hangs in air

together for a few hours in the

shop.

WHETHER the "killing
ground" will triumph is the major suspense of the play.
Playwright William Hanfly
has designed a play that lives or
dies on the strength of its
characters who frequently wash
into fantastic caricatures.
Jeremiah DeWitt Brewergives
an admirable performance as
Randall, a ghetto genius whose
energetic jive mysteriously fades
into mellow mysticism as he gets
tired.Randall is split between the
two extremes of a man's
character: the tough, street-wise
pragmatist and the thoughtful,
sensitive thinker.
DICK ARNOLD, a veteran
actor, is the foundation from
which his twocolleaguesattempt
to reach greatheights. His Glasis
quietly consistent, a basically
good man who wants to be left
alone but seems to know it is
impossible.
The weakest element of the
play is Rachel Levin as Rosie. At
the lighter moments of the play
her over-acting is humorous and
appropriate. Towards the end,
however,as suspense and horror
build and Glas becomes more
reserved and as Randallbecomes
more ominous, Rosie is still
loudlyblurting lines like "Ohmy
God, can't you do something!?!"
The audience laughter at the
camp delivery almost ruined the
play's most suspenseful
moments.

Director Rafic Bey, who has
led the production well over-all, JEREMIAH DcWITT BREWER as Randall clowns in
should have Levincalm down for Rosie's wig in Black Art /West's current production "Slow
the final scenes.
Dance on the Killing Ground." Rachel Levin (Rosie) looks on.
THE SET, by Kimo, is a
strong point. The audience is
seated on three sides so sets must
be minimal. Kimohas used a few
thin, suspended lines to suggest
the store and its back bedroom.
"Slow Dance on the Killing
Seven new dances will be Oscar Sala, Tomitaand Weather
Ground" can be haunting if one featured by the Rick Fite Dance Report.
Tickets are $3 general, $2.50
accepts the playwright's broad Company when the group
strokes that occasionallyborder appears in concert at 8 p.m. Jan. for students and seniors. The
program is sponsoredby theOut
on melodrama. Hanfly's visionis 29-30 at Pigott Auditorium.
Here Dance Foundation.
twisted and imaginative.
The play will be at the Second
Three of them are
Stage Theatre at Eighth and Pike choreographed by Rick Fite;
until Jan. 30. There will be a three by company members John
Keep it Working
special discount for S.U. Glasscock, Tim Grendon and
students, with student i.d. on Pat Barnes; and one by Carolyn
Wednesdays, Thursdays and Gracey Greer.
Sundays. The regular $3.50 price
The music includes work by
will be reduced to $2.50.
Erik Satie, Ottorino Respighi,

Fite dancers to be at Pigott

The

ANN BRUNER marches on six inches of air for the Portland
Dance Theater.

United Way

arts & entertainment
Czech food still good, but atmosphere has changed
by Marilyn Clement
The Prague is dead, long live the Labuznik.
After six years, disillusioned by the slack
dining trade he was able to attract at the south
end of Pioneer Square, Peter Cipra,owner of the
Prague Restaurant, decided to relocate.

EVER SINCE THE RESTAURANTcIosed
its doors last spring, we have been anticipating
its renewal uptown.
Renamed the Labuznik,a Czechoslovakian
word used to describe one who enjoys good
food, the restaurant reopened behind Pike Place
Market at 1924 First Avenue during November.
Anxious to see how the Labuznik could
improve upon the Prague, wemade reservations
several weeks later. The acclaim following
Cipra's gala opening still reverberates among
Seattle epicures.
WE WERE DISAPPOINTED-The food is
still prepared to perfection, but the delightful
Bohemian atmosphere we enjoyed has disappeared. Plush carpeting and linen tablecloths
have replaced the hardwood and old brick.
There alsohas beena change inclientele. The
casually dressed urban intelligentsia have been
substituted by the nouveau riche who seem to
enjoy picking at their food in expensive

restaurants.

None of the diners around us seemed to be
familiar with theCentral Europeanstyle cuisine.
However, business is brisk and no longer is there
a sea of empty tables.
The waitress came to take our order. "What
is especially good tonight?" 1 asked.
"THE SOLE IS excellent," she replied.
I glanced again at my menu but was unable
find
it listed. Idecided to order the pork
to
medallions while my companion ordered the
veal pepper. Our wine was poured. Minutes later
she returned with our salads. Then she disappeared.
About forty-five minutes later we beckoned
to the hostess, who had been most attentive to
our wine glasses all evening. We explained that
we had not seen our waitressin quite some time
and were wondering if perhaps there had been
trouble in the kitchen. Most apologetic, she went
to investigate.
Reporting back, she told us our waitress,
having quarreled with the chef, had apparently
walked out without giving our order. The
hostess explained it would be a little while longer
before our dinners would be ready. Each dish is
individually prepared. However, as a small
compensation for our inconvenience, she

assured us we would receive dessert compliments of the house.
BY THIS TIME, the wine was having its
effect, and we were almost past the point of
hunger. However, our dinners arrived some 20

minutes later. The small rings of pork covered
with a light and delicately spiced sauce, were
accompanied by fresh carrots lightly buttered
and pan fried potatoes nicely seasoned. The veal
pepper was also flawlessly prepared— sauteed
veal embedded with green peppercorns.
As she promised, the hostess presented us
with two pieces of Sacher Torte,a rich chocolate
cake laced with thick ribbons of whipped cream.
In attempt to make up for the poor service, she
filled up our coffee cups time and again.

I assume that by now the staff is better
organized. However, Idoubt whether we will go
back again soon. Becoming more commercialized the Labuznik has sacrificed something
of its original ethnic charm. It has become
instead a fashionable midtown restaurant on the
order of Rosellini's 410.
Dinner prices at the Labuznik range from
$5.45 to $9.10. It is open daily 10 a.m. until 2
a.m. except from noon until midnight on Sunday.
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The Who, McCartney top concerts of 76

Rock
Steady
by Larry Steagall

Roger Daltrey

Pete Townshend

Looking back to the concerts of 1976, it was
one of the best concert years ever in Seattle.
Neither the Rolling Stones nor Led Zeppelin
came, but one of the all-time great pioneer
British rock bands (and in my opinion, the best).
The Who, came twice. That alone justifies what
kind of year it has been.
Numerous groups, and artists, that have bypassed Seattle for a few years, came back to
perform incredible concerts. These include the
King of Rock himself, Elvis; Cat Stevens; the
Kinks, the Jefferson Starship; Paul McCartney;
and David Bowie.

DOME CONCERTS also were a big part of
1976. With the exception of the Wings concert,
the Woodinville Dome and the Kingdome were
failures.
PauF McCartney and Wings provided the
biggest rock event of the year. It was' McCartney's first concert in Seattle since 1966 when
he came with the Fab Four. For the first and
only successful rock concert in the Kingdome,
67,100 people from all the Northwest crammed
the Dome to set an indoor rock concert record.
Rumors of a Beatle reunion,and a repeat of the
concert on Good Morning America made for a
historical occasion.
From the Paramount to the Kingdome this is
my list of the top ten concerts to hit Seattle in
1976.
1. The Who (Coliseum)
Although they added six more lasers on their
October 14 show, and they had the flu, Ihave to
give the nod to theft March 25 show. The sound
was crystal clear, Daltrey was destroying tambourines, swinging his mike like a lasso, and
endlessly jogging around the stage. Pete
Townshend was truly amazing; he would kick
his foot high over the mike stand, and like a
hyperactive punk, would jump up and down
never missing one guitar note.
Their old tunes were just as fresh and exciting
as the new. It was without a doubt the most
energetic concert of '76.
2. Paul McCartney and Wings (Kingdome)
What can you say about this concert that
hasn't already been said?' McCartney was
carefree and confident. He joked and acted just
like he did in the movie,"Help." In fact, it looked
like he hadn't even aged. His bass playing and his
singing were perfect. Even in the Kingdome
Echo Chamber, his voice was cleanand smooth.
The acoustic section was the highpoint of the
concert. Song like "Yesterday," and "Blackbird"
sent chills up my spine. And McCartney was
supposed to be dead.

3. The Kinks (Paramount)
The most theatrical and amusing show of the
year. Playing to about a half full house, Ray
Da vies was being tormented all around the stage
for disgracing his school. Complete with a
synchronized movie, props and backup singers,
this was one of the most surprising and enjoyable rock shows of the year.
4. Yes (Coliseum)
Equipped with a gigantic caterpillar that hung
high over the stage, this is but another line of
great Yes concerts. Year after year they come
back and put on an outstanding display of
talent. They also had the year's most fascinating
laser show. Jets of blue, green and red
transformed the Coliseum's ceiling into a small
laserium show.
5. Peter I rampton (Arena)
All the hype surrounding him came trueat this
concert. He had the entire audience singing and
boogieing along with him. He played the same
songs that are on his phenomenal album, and
they sounded just as good.
6. Jethro Tull (Coliseum)
Lan Anderson put away his bag of theatrical
tricks this year in favor of his old flute swinging,
singing, pied piper, early Jetrho Tull ways.
Dressed in a bright blue and red medieval jump
suit' Mr. Anderson was running around like a
re-born minstrel. He concentrated more on his
traditional flute playing that any other year
before.

7. Elvis Presley (Coliseum)
Elvis truly is the King of Rock 'n Roll,and he
proved it on April 26. Although he dispensed
with revolving his pelvis, and playing guitar, it
was awe inspiring. It was like watching a
monument performing in front of you.
8. Jefferson Starship (Coliseum)
Cirace Slick never sounded or looked better.
Their old "Airplane" songs brought back fond
memories of the San Francisco hippie era.
Marty Balm, back as a full time member, sang
some enticing love ballads and, surprisingly, it
wasn't even sold out.
9. ZZ Top (Coliseum)
The largest tour in rock history, "Taking
Texas to the People." Stampeding the Coliseum
on October 23 with a stage shaped like Texas,
two "buzzards"; two rattlesnakes; one longhorn
steer; and a buffalo; they played some of the
loudest, meanest, and raunchiest rock 'n roll
north of the Rio Grande. The boogie concert of
the year.
ID. David Bowie (Coliseum)

Even though Seattle kicked off his tour and
his back-up band wasn't that tight, Bowie put on
an entertaining show. He didn't use any
theatrics,he just went out and played some of his
established hits.
Honorable Mention: Earth, Wind and Fire; Cat
Stevens; Al Stewart; Jeff Beck: JourneySkynyrd; Bob Seeger.

Paul McCartney

photos by larry steagall
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Injuries plague S.U. defeated on the road
Chieftain players
by Bill Roach

S.U.s basketball
suffered two heartbreaking losses
last week. Both defeats came on
the road at St. Mary's and
Nevada-Reno. The winless road
trip gives the Chiefs a 1-3 record
in conference play and a 6-8
mark overall. Both games were
close all the way, as S.U. fell
Thursday to St. Mary's 83-81,
and Saturday to Nevada-Reno
team

65-64.

St. Mary's Rick Bernard hit a
basket at the final buzzer which
won the game for theGaels. The
Gaels' full court press gave S.U.
problems throughout the game,
causing many turnovers in the
second half. Nevertheless,
Jerome Maultsby's jumper with
eight seconds left appeared to set
the stage for overtime until Bernard's 20-footer ended the issue.
BERNARD WAS half of a
combination which ac-

guard

counted for 52 Gael points. The
other guard. Nick Pappageorge,
scored 32 points for game high
honors. Jawaan Oldham. playing his best all-around game as a
Chieftain, scored 26.
The Chief's not only lost the
game, they also lost the services
of Clint Richardson for at least
the next game. Richardson suffered a broken cheek bone as he
was struck by theelbow of a St.
Mary's Gael.
Saturday night's game in
Nevada was decided by clutch
playin the final minutes. Trailing
by one point, Nevada-Reno
stalled for three minutes before
S.U. got possession with 1:20left
in the game.
An S.U. turnover 20 seconds
later gave the ball right back to
Nevada. The Wolf Pack then
took a one-point lead on Steve
Hunter's basket with 35 seconds
left. Buck O'Brien's shot with
eight seconds remaining missed

and Nevada-Reno came down
with the rebound and the game,
with the final score 65-64.
Turnovers, this season's constant plague, again destroyed the
Chieftains' play. S.U. committed
25 give aways in Nevada. The
Wolf Pack's fast break attack
quickly overcame a ten point
halftime deficit. Play was close
the second period as NevadaReno continually erased four
and six point Chieftain leads.
With five minutes to go.
Reggie Green madeit 64-61, S.U.
After this S.U. did not score
again. Kevin Suther scored 19
for the Chiefs and Keith Harrell
had 13 rebounds to go withhis 14
points.

This week the Chieftains are
on the road again. I^ast night the

Chiefs

visited California

at

Berkley,and Saturday theyfaced
the University of Washington at
Hec Edmundson Pavilion.

-

Jerome Maultsby
WCAC
Jim Low
WCAC
Doug Gribble
WCAC
Dom Stepovich
TEAM REBOUNDS
DEAD BALL REBOUNDS

FOURTEEN (14) GAMES, CUMULATIVE STATISTICS
6 WINS - 8 LOSSES (Overall)
1 WIN 3 LOSSES (WCAC)
6
F6
PCT
FT
PCT
RBS
A PF-0
.689
30
27-1
11
74-148
.50 31-45
81
3
23
9
8
17-38 .447 7- 9 .778
14
81-151
.536 14-25
.560
116
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52-6
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21-40
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.750
31
4
15-1
56-116
.483 16-25
.640
13
88
39 39-4
3
20
17
5-1
14-30 .467 2-2 1.000
40-96
.417 47-54 .870
28
59
13
27
14
4
16-32
.500 11-13
.846
22
9
14
51-86
.593 23-33 .697
73
9
32-1
4
9-23
.391 5- 6
.833
16
4
12-1
13
49-105
.467 14-17
.824
49
28-1
20
4
14-30 .467
2-2 1.000
7
12
8-1
14
41-87
.471 18-23
.783
41
8
38-2
4
20-36
.556
17
3
13-1
9-12 .750
13
25-54
.463
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28
29
30
4
7-13
.538
1-3
.333
11
7
6
9
19
8-16 .500 1-3 .333
1
6
3
1- 1 1.000
0- 0
.000
1
12
9
4
9
7
0- 0 .000 2-2 1.000
1
0
1
0
0-0 .000 0-0 .000
1
0-0
.000
0-0 .000
0
0
0
(15)
47
(5)
22

S.U TOTALS
OPPONENTS

14
14

425-862
415-912

S.U. WCAC

4
4

119-243

ClintRichardson
WCAC
Jawann Oldham
WCAC
Keith Harrell
WCAC
"Buck" O'Brien

WCAC

Reggie Green
-photo by larry steagall

SOPHOMORE KEITHHARRELL cares for one of the more
minor injuries which have afflicted the Chiefs this year. Harrell
suffered a bloody nose in the SPlLgame earlier this season.
Team trainer Ken Santi looks on. Santi has been busy
attending to all of the players ailments.
Physically, this has been a

rough season on the bodies of
Chieftain basketball players.

At one time earlier in the
season. Coach Bill O'Connor
had only seven bodies, able and
fit, to work with.

A CAR accident involving
Jerome Maultsby, "Buck"

O'Brien and Dom Stepovich
sidelined three players at one
time, Keith Harrell has suffered
an injured wrist and last week
Clint Richardson suffered a
broken cheek bone.
Meanwhile, thanks to the
Chiefs, Johnson & Johnson is
probably making a fortune on
sales of adhesive tape.

WCAC

Carl Ervin
WCAC
KevinSuther

WCAC

.

OPPONENTS WCAC

Champion skaters retain title
by Marilyn Clement
Tai Babilonia and Randy Gardner, defending national skating pairs champions, held
onto their Pacific Coast title Saturday night.
Skating in the senior pairs division of the
Pacific Coast Figure Skating Championships,
Babilonia and Gardner brought the audience
to its feet at the end of their performance in
the Seattle Center Arena.

IF THEY are able to retain their national
title in Hartford, Conn.,next month, they will
be on their way to Tokyo in March and the
world championships.
Having placed fifth in the 1976 Winter
Olympic Games in Montreal, 16-year-old
Babilonia from Mission Hills,Calif., and 18year-old Gardner, a freshman at the University of Southern California, offers America its
brightest hope for the 1980 Olympics.
Natural athletes, the Los Angeles Skating
Club teenagers display a-unity in grace, style
and maturity developed over the six years
they have been working together.
the
ALTHOUGH LACKING
smoothness and polish of Babilonia and
Gardner, Tracy and Scott Prussack, also of
the Los Angeles Skating Club, came in
second.
Third place went to Lyndy and Hal
Marron from the Arctic Blades Skating Club
of Phoenix, Ariz. Their performance lacked
experience, but they showed some nice
footwork.
Suzie Brasher of the Utah Figure Skating
Club won the senior ladies competition witha
strong and diversified program. Having placed tenth in the 1976 nationals, she will face
nine top competitors in Hartford, battling for

the seat vacated by U.S. Champion Dorothy
Hamill.
SECOND PLACE went to Jeanne Chapman of the Los Angeles Figure Skating Club
who had competed in the 1975 and 1976

...Babilonia

and Gardner brought
the audience toIts feet at theendof
their performance In the Seattle
Center Arena.

nationals in the ju.iior ladies division. Skating
with poise, she have a sensitive and artistic
program.
Babilonia was third place winner, but did
not perform with the distinction she had
earned in the pairs.
The Gold Dance title went to Michelle
Ford and Glenn Patterson of the Arctic
Blades Skating Club. Veterans of the 1975
and 1976 nationals, they gave a strong and
imaginative performance.
The crowd, filled with skating critics,
shouted its approval of second place winners.
Dee Oseroff and Craig Bond of the Skating
Club of Phoenix. Cathy and Hal Marron of
Arctic Blades received third place. Perky and
sharp, they skated with a flair reminiscent of
the Ice Capades.

THE TOP three contestants from each
division, with the exception of the intermediate and bronze dance, will enter the
1977 nationals.
Saturday night marked the end of the
three-day competition.

116-257

.493 170-234
.425 203-289
.490 43.55
.451 61-83

.726
.702
.782
.735

567
517
160
139

TP
179

241 286-15
200 267-9
70
62

41

176
48
128
" 30
127
43
125
23
112
30
100
49
54
15
17
2
2
0
0

78-4
71-1

AVG
16.27
13.67
12.57
12.00
9.87
10.00
9.77
10.75

8.93

5.75
9.62

7.50

7.14
12.25
4.15
3.75
1.89
0.67
0.22
0.00
0.00

1020
1033

72.86

281
293

70.25
73.25

73.71

Chief of the Week

Schibret given honor
This week's honors go to S.U.
women's basketball player
Freshman Bonna Schibret.
Schibret started herbasketball
career as a sophomore in high
school in Burlington Wa. While
playing for her high school team,
they proceeded to post-season
play,competing in both district
and regional tournaments.
S.U. women's basketball
coach, Tom Williamsclaims that
Schibret is the team's outstan-

dingplayer.She leads the teamin
scoring.

Schibret's athletic talents are

not limited to the basketball
court. In fact, she is hereat S.U.

on a track scholarship. Schibret
has been throwing the javelin in
track and field events since high
school.
Schibret is a physical educa-

tion major. She said she would
like to eventually get into
teaching physical education and
coaching.

intramurals
Schedules for Intramural basketball and volleyball
may be picked up at the Intramural office today after 2
p.m.
A clinic for basketball and volleyball referees will be
held at 2 p.m. tomorrow.
Games scheduled for today:
7 p.m.— Brewers vs. Hypodermic Needles
Gummers vs. Saga Crude Service
Rowdies vs. Third Floor Bellarmine
—
8 p.m. Domonis vs. Bricklayers
Whips & Chains vs. Zanzabar
Banann Bums vs. Heimskringla
Games scheduled for Thursday:
7 p.m. -Easy Lay (ups) vs. Organic Review
Rammers vs. Wimps
S.K.C.C. vs. Harmony
8 p.m.-Zipp's Zombies vs. Banann Bums
Has Beens vs. Gummers
Rangers vs. Slo-Mo-Shun
For more information call Bryan Hanley at 626-
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Out-of-Bounds
by Pat Dowd

UPS dumped by S.U. women
S.U.s

women's basketball

team had little trouble disposing

intercollegiate volleyball team needs your
assistance! The team, which won four and lost three this past
season, is working on a fund raising project to receive money
for equipment, uniforms, transportation and a coach's salary.
The team is collecting various items, i.e. labels, cans,
receipts etc., of certain products for the KJR Community Club
Awards Campaign. The awards to the clubs are based on the
S.U.s

Bonna Schibret, 23 points tossed
in by Diane McAlpin, and 18
points scored by both Boyd and

of UPS as they whalloped the
Hastings.
loggers by a score of 97-42.
It was the harassingdefense by
The Chiefs had their best
defensive game as they allowed S.U. that forced repeated UPS
the lowest amount of points turnovers which usually led to
scored by an opposition this either quick lay ins or short
jumpshots for S.U.
season.

Tl KSDAY'S WIN over UPS
COACH TOM Williams atamount of items the club brings in. The more they bring the
tributed his team's fine perfor- upped the Chiefs' season record
more they get.
mance to the outstanding all- to four wins and one loss. S.U.
around play of Cathy Hastings has enjoyed its other wins over
HERE IS WHERE YOUR assistance comes in. The and Dee Boyd. "Cathy played Edmonds Community College,
volleyball team is asking you to help them collect some of the excellent defense, she stole the 73^9; Seattle Pacific University,
quite a bit and Dee was J.V., 82-54; Bellevue Communiitems listed below. You can leave them at the Bellarmine desk ball
really hitting the boards," ty College, 61-55.
under the name of Marsha Marumoto, or at the Xavier desk Williams said.
Since they are not in a conunder the name of Bernadette Barrett.
The Chiefs were led in scoring ference the team schedules games
Save labels from: Blue Bell products. Blue Mountain Pet by the 25 points produced by with other collegiate women's
Foods, Del Monte Foods,Golden Grain products, Grandma's
Cookies, Kava Coffee, Pepsi-Cola products (bottle caps),
Rainier Beer recycleable cans and bottles (& bottle caps),
Washington Dairy products.
Save receipts from: VW, Porsche, Audi Dealers, Bon
Clint Kichardson. sophomore
Marche, Jafco, Lucky Stores, Pay 'n Save Stores, Uwajimaya,
Seattle, is the top allfrom
Country Kitchens, Skipper's Fish 'n Chip Chowder House, around player on the S.U.
Squire Shop, and all merchants from Aurora Village and basketball team. He is conCrossroads.
sidered one of the best
sophomore guards in the West
Conference and
THE S.U.CHIEFTAINSbasketball teamis a good bet to Coast Athletic
possibly in the nation.
and
lose
win at home
on theroad. So far this season theChiefs
Kichardson came to S.U. as
have won five and lost only once on their home court. Their one ol the most highly-recruited
single loss at home was at the hands of the number oneranked players in the state of
Washington.
powerhouse, the USF Dons.
On the road, however, the Chiefs have won but only once,
HE ATIKNDKDO'Dea High
that win coming on a neutral court, and have lost seven. At
least in four of their seven losses, the Chiefs were in a good School in Seattle and, under
Coach Patitucci, he averaged
position to win late in the ballgame.
over 35 points a game his senior
The last two Chieftain road games are excellent examples year. Clint set the most points in
of this. First the Chiefs visited St. Mary's. Down by two points a season record which stands at
in the fatal seconds of the game, the Chiefs hit, knotting the 942.
Kichardson was also named
score at 81-81 with only eight ticks left on the clock.
Most Valuable Prep player in
S.U. had only to keep St. Mary's from scoring in the next Washington his senior year and
eight seconds, sending the game into a dramatic overtime was All-State even as a junior.
affair. Right? Well,ahh, not quite. In eight seconds St. Mary's "Doc", as he is called, signed a
got the ball down court and Barnard tossed ina 20-footer just letter of intent to S.U.in 1975 to
before the final buzzer. Final score: St. Mary's 83, S.U. 81. play as a Chieftain under Head

the area, although they
will be hosting Montana State in
the Arean on Feb. 19.
The team is made up of Denise
Almojuelo. Dee Boyd, Cathy
Hastings, Diane Larson. Diane
McAlpin. Pam Sargeant, and
teams in

Bonna Schibret.

"Ol'R STRKNGTH is
definitely offense," Williams
said. He cited his teams small
stature as their weakness.
The next home action for the
Chiefs is Jan. 25 when they meet

Shoreline Community College.
SCC handed S.U. their only
defeat this year as they defeated
the Chiefs 56-54. The game will
be played at Connolly Center,
lip-off is scheduled for 7 p.m.

Richardson top S.U. player

TWO DAYS LATER, S.U. ventured into "The Biggest
Little Town in the World" figuring to try their luck against the
University of Nevada-Reno. Throughout almost all of the
game the Chiefs rolled only sevens and elevens, that is up until
50 seconds to go in the game. At this time Reno shot their wad
on 6-3 Scott Hunter, and won as his shot went down. Reno
cashed in with a 65-64 victory.
Two wins here would have put the Chiefs at eight wins and
six losses on the season. But more important, it would have
given the Chiefs a three wins and one loss West Coast Athletic
Conference record and second place in the conference standings.
This Saturday the Chiefs square off against the U.W.
Huskies in their second meeting of the season. The Chiefs, as
you recall defeated the Huskies 78-64, in their season opener.
The game could very much hinge on the confrontation between
Jawann Oldham and Husky James Edwards. Give the edge to
Edwards because of experience and maturity, although it will
be an enjoyable match up to watch.
The dogs. I'm afraid to say, will take the game and go
home wagging their tails behind them.

Coach Bill O'Connor.
Clint brokeinto the collegeranks

(lint

Richardson

with flyingcolons. Hestartedasa in the 75-76 season by four-fifths
freshman and demonstrated of a point to Kalph Walker.
ama/ing leadership qualities at
In addition to scoring,
the age of 18. He led the S.U. Kichardson led the team in
squad in scoring his first year rebounds with 192 and
finished
averaging better than 18 points
WCAC rebounding.
fifth
in
per game for the season and
Clint stands 6-3 but for his height
20.45 in West Coast Athletic demonstrates
amazing leaping
Conference (WCAC) scoring ac- ability.
tion.
lo climax his basketball
HISSCORING total took se- talents in his first year, Kichardcond in WCAC scoring, missing son wasnamed "Freshman of the
the leaguescoring championship Year" by the WCAC and was

Spokane CC defeat
Chieftain gymnasts
Ihe Spokane Community team competes this Saturday
College women's gymnastics against Pacific University, Unteam easily defeated S.U.s iversity of Oregon, and Portland
women gymnasts by a total score State University at Pacific Unol 105.49-85.86. SCC gymnasts iversity. Iheir next action at
were in complete control home is January 29. against Unthroughout the meet as they cap- iversity 'of British Columbia.
tured first place in each event.
Central Washington State
SCC held a clean sweep in the College and University of Idaho.
first event, uneven bars as they Ihe meet starts at 2 p.m. at

also named to the WCAC allleague first team.

THIS YKAR Clint continues
his basketball greatness in all
facet* of the game.
He is again the leading scorer
for the Chiefs, averaging 17.25
points per game. He is second in
the rebounding department
averaging seven per game. His
total is one behind freshman
.lawann Oldhamm, seven footer,
whograbs eight boards a game.
Coach O'Connor basically
uses him as a guard-forward

swing man. utili/ing his excellent
speed and leaping ability to its
fullest. O'Connor is also pleased
with hisreboundingand strength
under the boards both on offense

and defense.
"Clint has improved over last
year and is making the transition
to becoming a guard."O'Connor
said, "lie also blends wellwith a
team concept and he is a good
team player.

Student tickets are now
available for the S.U. vs. University of Washington
basketball game Jan. 22 at
Hec Edmundson Pavilion.
Tickets may be purchased at
the S.U. ticket office, open
daily from 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
and 10 a.m.-2 p.m.Saturdays.
S.U. student body cards must

be presented upon purchase
and admittance to the game.
The ticket price is $2.

Give a
pintsized
gift.

took first, second, third and Connollv Center.

fourth places.

.

S.I
PAIRED somewhat
better in vaulting,as (iinny Peck
took third place, saving S.U.
from being shut out in another
event. SCC received first, second, and fourth places.
Anita Davis came through for
S.U. in the balance beam as she
came in second place with a score

WOODSY OWL FOR

QUIET!

Litter isn't the only thing that pollutes our environment.
Noise does, too. So to keep America a greatplace
■» to live, we'veall got to do our part to keep noise
down Woodsy Owl has a list of ways for you to help
fight pollution. They're on a handsome, easy-to-read
poster. It's yours free when you write to Woodsy Owl,
Forest Service, U.S.DA., Washington, D.C. 20250.
And remember, give a hoot, don't pollute.
Don't be a dirty bird, no matter whereyou go.

,

of 5.5. Jean Krsak tied for third
place in the same event.

'MASH'IS THE BEST
AMERICAN WAR
COMEDY SINCE
SOUND
CAME
"
I\l"
f

In their strongest event, floor Ul^
exercise. S.U. gymnasts took all
but first place. Jeanne Krsak
finished second, Anita Davis
took third place and Charlie
Wilkins placed fourth.
SCC finished the meet with Starring
lour first places, two second

-Pauhne Karl.

New Yorker

MASH

places and
S.li.'s

two

third places.

women

gymnastics

"
DONALD SUTHERLAND
ELLIOT
GOULD" TOM SKERRITT
"
"

Co-Starring SALLY KELLERMAN ROBERT DtJVAII JO ANN PFLUG RENE AUBERJONOIS
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in
.MUNICATIONS,
. . Anyone interested
INC.,

joining WOMEN IN COMa professional organization for
women and men pursuinga career in communications, should
come to a meeting at 2 p.m. today on the third floor of the
McCusker building. A college chapter has just been formed at
S.U. and members are needed!

. . . MODEL UNITED NATIONS (MUN)Moi,
hosts an open

Bellarmine
house from 2-4 p.m. tomorrow in the Chez
students,
faculty
is
acquaint
Purpose
open
Hall.
of the
house to
MUN
and
an
to ask
give
opportunity
and staff with
officials
questions about the organization. Refreshments willbe served.

local manufac. . . A tour of MAJOR ITALIAN FOODS, abeing

sponsored
turer of macaroni and spaghetti products, is
by Alpha Kappa Psi, professional business fraternity,
tomorrow.The tour will leave at 1 :30 p.m. from Pigott 153. For
more information,call the Alpha Kappa Psi office at 626-6479.

. . . A DANCE sponsored by the Rainbow Coalition will be

held from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Saturday following the S.U.-U.W.
game. Cost is $1.25

..

."Homecoming's most blooming event,"a PLANT SALE,
being
is
held from 10 a.m. to noon Monday and Wednesday in
the Chieftain and from 4-6:30 p.m. in Bellarmine Lobby. The
sale is sponsored by Phi Beta.

PRINCIPLES
. . . "HISTORY OF THE ACCOUNTING
Alpha Psi
p.m.

dinner at 7
Monday in the Luau Room of the Sorrento Hotel. A no host
cocktail hour will precede the dinner from 6-7 p.m. Speaker
at the dinner will be Ed Lee from Laventhol and Horwath. All
students are welcome. For further information, contact the
Beta Alpha Psi office in Pigott 153.
BOARD" is the topic of the Beta

What'shap eni g?

. . .The Sacrament of RECONCILIATION willbecelebrated
at 9 p.m. Wednesday in the liturgical center

following the

viewing and discussions of "Bread and Life."

. . . Information

on CAREER OPPORTUNITIES with
Boeing Company will be available at a coffee hour at noon
Wednesday in the Volpe Room, Pigott 153. The coffee hour is
sponsored by Beta Alpha Psi. All students are welcome to
attend.

. . . Attention PRE-LAW STUDENTS: A representative

from Willamette School of Law will be here at noon
Wednesday in Barman 403.

. . . Pi Sigma Epsilon MARKETING CLUB will hold their
*

initiation at 6 p.m. Wednesday in the Volpe Room. Initiation

banquet willfollow at 7:30 p.m. at the Windjammer North with
Lennox Scott Sr., President of John L.Scott Realtors,as guest
of honor.

. . . ELECTRICAL CLUB will hold a meeting at noon
Wednesday in Barman 202.
. . . ALPHA KAPPA PSI, professionalbusiness fraternity, is

hosting a luncheon featuring John Warner, managing director
of Robert Half personnel.Theluncheon will beat 12:10 p.m. at
the Sorrento Hotel, Terry and Madison, for $4.50. Topic of
Warner's talk is "Careers in Business." Allstudents and faculty
are invited to attend. Reservations may be made at the Alpha
Kappa Psi office, Pigott 153, or phoned in to 626-6479.

. . . "BREAD
AND LIFE," a special documentary exploring
relating
options
to a hungry world, will be aired at 8 p.m. in the
liturgical center, 3rd floor of the L. A. building. All are invited
to view the program and join in discussion groups lead by
students.

. . . A four week workshop on "STRESS AND ANXIETY"
will be offered for S.U. students. It will meet from 3-5 p.m.
starting Jan. 25-Feb. 15. If interested,sign up at the Counseling
and Testing office in the McGoldrick Student Development
Center. For more information, contact Dr. Teresa Branch at
626-5846.

. . . The SENIOR NURSING BANQUET
will be held on
$10,
March 4 at the Seattle Butcher. Cost is

and checks can be

made payable to Cydney Haugen. Send checks to Senior
Nursing Class, P.O. Box 92, Seattle University, Seattle, Wa.
98122. All senior nursing students wanting to participate in
skits to be performed at the banquet, contact Anita Vaughn at
329-5423.

. ..

The ASSU is looking for an ORIENTATION
CHAIRPERSON for 1977-78 school year. Sign up in the
ASSU office. The deadline is Feb. 3.

interested in participating in BLACK HISTORY
. . . Peopleduring
February
up
MONTH
can sign at the Minority Affairs
Office in the McGoldrick Center, or call 626-6226.

. . . Date for the lecture by JOHN DEAN at the Seattle 7th
Avenue Theater has been changed from Jan. 27 to March 1.
ASSU will refund money
any
bought

The
to
student who
a
ticket for the lecture and can't make it for the later date.

